
Washington Thunder Softball Financial Structure

There are three components to the financial structure and commitment.

1) 100.00 Deposit

2) Player’s fees. (1,998.00)

3) Player’s package or keeper items (see below)

Payments begin in mid-Sept. and end in mid-May.

Payments may be made via Facebook Messenger and by Venmo.

Facebook is accessed by messaging Mark Edmonston

Venmo is listed under Washington Thunder Softball

Washington Thunder Softball

You may pay in cash; if you are paying in cash bring the money to practice. Make sure the money is in an

envelope and the outside of the envelope is marked with whose account the payment is for and the

amount of the payment.

The player’s fees are the yearly fees paid for membership to the club/team. The yearly fee is 1,998.00,

which can be paid in one lump sum, broken into a few payments or most people take advantage of the

monthly payment plan. There are nine monthly payments, those payments begin in mid-September and

end in mid-May.

For players to participate in the tournament season (beginning June 1
st

) the fees must be completely

paid.

The other part of the financial structure is the “Player’s Package items”. Player’s package items are those

items each player must have to participate in the program. These are not optional items; however, once

a player has the item and the item is in good working order they don’t need to purchase another one.

Currently the player’s package items are;

75.00 Ultimate bat bag with customized bag flap

65.00 Schutt Air4 custom navy/scarlet fade batting helmet with face mask

135.00 3 custom jerseys

90.00 Standard Ringor Cleats 100.00 pitching toes

35.00 gray ¼ zip sweatshirt



25.00 Thunder visor

30.00 red Easton batting cage jacket

45.00 ea. Boombah game pants one white and one navy.

5.00 per pant customization

Player’s (family) purchase their own Boombah game pants, socks, belts and sleeves. You can send your

pants to The Lineup in Spanaway 115 176th Street South Spanaway Wa. 98387

The club purchases all of these other items and once we receive our invoices from our vendors we will

bill the families. Many times, we are not invoiced until the items ship or in some cases until we receive

the items. We spread out the purchases from October to May.

The club can purchase gloves, bats and turf shoes at a discount and the cost of those items can be added

to the player’s package fees upon request.

Thunder uses solid navy and solid red socks (white socks at the discretion of the head coach); small

unobtrusive logos on the socks are acceptable. Large logos and/or non-team colors are not acceptable.

Red and navy belts are also required. If players don’t have their belts they will be deemed out of uniform

and not play until the situation is remedied.


